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Larry,   following are comments from our internal review meeting Monday. We are using the package
of documents you left with me indicating those were the attachment to the enclosed letter. I'm
expecting a final set of comments by the end of this week.
1. Regarding Rio de la Plata, the pipeline where it crosses PR651 (the dashed line on your sketch at
page 24 of your package, enclosed) appears to be passing at a location of a future levee or
embankment. At this location the pipe will be buried in a trench at a shallow depth (at the match line
of sheets 48.0-Z-321.83 and .84, pp 27-28). A HDD terminates to the west of this location (sheet
48.0-Z-325.11, pg 29). How possible is it to extend the HDD, e.g., point of tangent to under PR651? I
have asked internally for confirmation of the embankment and how deep at that point would be
needed.
2. For all HDD crossings shown, will a "locate wire" be added? This is an approximately 14 guage wire
terminated at each end to enable a tone generator to be connected.
3. As an aside, I am researching the site map of the Rio Cibuco (at Vega Baja) to confirm comments at
that location.
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